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Abstract—Data schema represents the arrangement of fact table and dimension tables and the relations between them. In data warehouse development, selecting a right and appropriate data schema (Snowflake, Star, Star Cluster …) has an important impact on performance and usability of the designed data warehouse. One of the problems that exists in data warehouse development is lack of a comprehensive and sound selection framework to choose an appropriate schema for the data warehouse at hand by considering application domain-specific conditions. In this paper, we present a schema selection framework that is based on a decision tree for solving the problem of choosing right schema for a data warehouse. The main selection criteria that are used in the presented decision tree are query type, attribute type, dimension table type and existence of index. To evaluate correctness and soundness of this framework, we have designed a test bed that includes multiple data warehouses and we have created all the possible states in decision tree of schema selection framework. Then we designed all types of queries and performed the designed queries on these data warehouses. The results confirm the correct functionality of the schema selection framework.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the problems that exist related to data warehouse design, is lack of procedures to select appropriate schema. Available resources [1]-[3], investigated advantages and disadvantages of different schemas. Some of them [2]- [5], solve some of the problems related to schemas and some of others [6]- [8] improved query response time. But none of these resources have represented the appropriate framework to select appropriate schema based on type of queries and type of attributes.

In available resources, [3], [5] Schema selection is based on personal opinion and business requirements. Also, the tool is used, widely affected schema selection. Some of tools like oracle and MS SQL have higher efficiency with star schema; While DB2 works better with snowflake schema. Environment is one of the factors affected schema selection too. For example if data warehouse is composed of some data marts, using star schema is better. With this condition, finding the appropriate schema is time consuming and is based on try and error. In fact we should start from completely normal snowflake schema, in each time, re-normalize one of the dimensions and measure the efficiency. This work is repeated until the optimal compound schema is obtained.

In fact, until now, above factors have affected schema selection in data warehouse design. These factors are necessary for schema selection, but aren’t sufficient and may lead to inappropriate schema selection and low efficiency. To solve these problems and represent the appropriate way to schema selection that improves the efficiency and usability of data warehouse, In this paper, the new framework to select data schema for data warehouse is reported. In next section, this framework is described and in the following section, all tests regarding to all classic schemas and some research developed schema [9] which show the framework is effective, are reported.

II. REPRESENTING A FRAMEWORK FOR APPROPRIATE SCHEMA SELECTION

In this section, we will represent a framework for appropriate schema selection in data warehouse design. For this purpose, Decision tree is used. The type of queries and attributes affected schema selection in this framework. The type of query depends on number of join operation needed to response it and type of attributes it access. The types of attributes are multi-valued attributes, single-valued attributes and indexed attributes.

The structure of framework is formed as a decision tree and represented in Fig 1. We can state all paths in this decision tree as IF, THEN statements. All these statements have been tested and correctness of them was confirmed. In the following, we will show these statements.

A. Case 1

If in some dimension tables, one attribute acts as a “parent” in two different hierarchies, Then If this attribute or one of its ancestors are queried frequently, the framework propose Improved Star Cluster schema [9]. Else Star Cluster schema [2] is used.

B. Case 2

If it is possible to normalize some of dimension tables, Then If the result tables from normalization these dimension tables are small, Then star schema and snowflake schema works equally. So with considering used tools, schema will be selected.

If used tool is oracle, MS SQL,… that works better with star schema, the framework propose star schema.

If used tool is DB2,… that works better with snowflake schema, the framework propose snowflake schema.

Else if the attribute is queried, is indexed, the framework propose star schema. Else with try and error, the appropriate schema is selected.
C. Case 3
If it isn’t possible to normalize the rest of tables, the framework propose star schema.

D. Case 4
If there is multi-valued attribute in some dimension tables, i.e. There are multiple values for one attribute corresponding to single value for other attribute, then
If the number of multi-valued attributes is known, then
If in most times, queries only need to access table T1 in first level of tables that resulted from normalizing this dimension, then there is no difference between star schema and snowflake schema. So with respect to used tool, we could select data schema. Therefore
If used tool is DB2,… that works better with snowflake schema, the framework propose snowflake schema
If used tool is used tool is oracle , MS SQL,… that works better with star schema, the framework propose extended star schema [4].
If in most times, queries need to access outer level tables, then the framework propose extended star schema [4]
If the number of multi-valued attributes is not known, then
If in most times, queries only need to access table T1 in first level of tables that resulted from normalizing this dimension, then there is no difference between star schema and snowflake schema. So with respect to used tool, we could select data schema. Therefore
If used tool is DB2,… that works better with snowflake schema, Then the framework propose snowflake schema.
If used tool is used tool is oracle , MS SQL,… that works better with star schema, Then the framework propose extended star schema [4].
If in most times, queries need to access outer level tables, then the framework propose extended star schema [4].

E. Case 5
If conditions that Kimball states in [10] are true, then using snowflake schema is better. Kimball often prefers to use star schema because of its simplicity and efficiency. But he said in certain situations, snowflake schema is not only acceptable, but recommended [10]. These situations are the cases that there are many null values in large demurral dimension tables. In these situations, variations of snowflake schemas can be useful.
If multiple of above conditions are true, by combining the results of each condition, the final schema will be obtained. In the following, we will show the conditions related to every edges in this decision tree.

We assume if dimension table T is normalized, T1, T2,...,Tn will be resulted.

e1: An attribute acts as a parent in two different dimensional hierarchies.
e2: It is possible to normalize some of dimension tables.
e3: It isn’t possible to normalize the rest of tables.
e4: There is multi-valued attribute in some dimension tables.
e5: The conditions that Kimball states in [10] are true.
e6: The attribute related to edge e1 or one of its ancestors isn’t queried frequently.
e7: The attribute related to edge e1 or one of its ancestors is queried frequently.
e8: T1, T2,...,Tn are small.
e9: T1, T2,...,Tn are large.
e10: The number of multi-valued attributes is not known.
e11: The number of multi-valued attributes is known.
e12: The used tool is oracle, MS SQL… that works better with star schema.
e13: The used tool is DB2… that works better with snowflake schema.
e14: often the attribute is queried, is indexed.
e15: often the attribute is queried, isn’t indexed.
e16: In most times, queries need to access T2,...,Tn that are outer level tables.
e17: In most times, queries only need to access table T1 in first level of tables.
e18: Try and error.
e19: The attribute related to edge e1 or one of its ancestors isn’t queried frequently.
e20: The attribute related to edge e1 or one of its ancestors is queried frequently.
e21: The used tool is oracle, MS SQL… that works better with star schema.
e22: The used tool is DB2… that works better with snowflake schema.
D: Star schema
E: Snowflake schema
G: Star Cluster
H: Improved Star Cluster schema
R: Star schema or snowflake schema
N: Extended star schema
P: Extended star schema

Fig. 1. Schema selection framework
III. TESTS

In this section, all tests which show the framework is effective regarding to all classic and research developed schemas [9] within different kind of queries, are presented. The test bed used in this section includes multiple data warehouses. The states that exist in decision tree were created in these data warehouse dimension tables and multiple types of query were run. The system on which queries run, has 2500Mhz CPU clock and 256 Mbyte RAM. To implement these data warehouses and run queries, SQL server 2000 and Query Analyzer were used. The required data is generated by a C#.Net application. Queries run in this test bed, are different from each other with respect to the number of join operation needed to response them. In most resources, query response time is the most important criteria to compare schemas in data warehouses. So in this paper, query response time is the criteria used to evaluate the framework and compare schemas.

A. Test 1

This test includes 4 types of query and relates to the e1 edge in figure 1. The results of this test have been shown in Table I. These results show when condition of e1 edge is true, whether Star Cluster schema or snowflake schema is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average response time (s)</th>
<th>Query type</th>
<th>Schema type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>129.78</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowflake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.67</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Star Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135.58</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Snowflake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128.68</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Star Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.06</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Snowflake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.66</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Star Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.31</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Snowflake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.81</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Star Cluster</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Test 2

This test includes 2 types of query and evaluates e1e6 and e1e7 path in figure 1. The results of this test have been shown in Table II. These results show when condition of e1e6 edge is true, whether star schema or improved star schema is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average response time (s)</th>
<th>Query type</th>
<th>Schema type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>173.28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Star Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Improved Star Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.97</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Star Cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Improved Star Cluster</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Test 3

This test includes 3 types of query and relates to e4 edge in figure 1. The results of this test have been shown in Table III.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average response time (s)</th>
<th>Query type</th>
<th>Schema type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26.19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowflake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.83</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Extended Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.86</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Snowflake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Extended Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Snowflake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Extended Star</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Test 4

This test includes 4 types of query and relates to e2e8 path in figure 1. The results of this test have been shown in Table IV. These results show when condition of e2e8 edge is true, whether star schema or snowflake schema is better.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average response time (s)</th>
<th>Query type</th>
<th>Schema type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowflake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.09</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Snowflake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Snowflake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Snowflake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Star</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Test 5

This test includes 1 type of query and relates to e1e14 path in figure 1. The query of this test is the same query of type 3 in test 1 except one of the attributes was indexed in test 5. The results of this test have been shown in Table V. Comparing these results and the results of query 3 in table I shows indexing in star schema lead to higher efficiency than in snowflake schema.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average response time (s)</th>
<th>Query type</th>
<th>Schema type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35.82</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Snowflake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.41</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Star Cluster</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of Tables I to V have been represented in Fig. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 respectively.

---

1 This schema was developed during this research work and details available at [9].

2 Details of this schema are available at [4].
By using the represented framework, data warehouse builders can choose the best schema for their data warehouse based on the specified criteria and characteristics of the application domain. Also, data warehouse researchers can use this framework to evaluate, compare and extend existing data schemas. This framework could be extending too.
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